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Programs for humanities and medicine are growing in a number of medical schools in the
U.S.A. Proponents ofthe programs, which are intended to bring together humanists, scientists,
physicians, and others, believe that broadening the background of physicians will put a more
human face on the practice ofmedicine, despite its increasingly technological nature.
There is little to support this premise, and its successes and failures are not measurable.
There are reasons to support the programs, however, but they have more to do with what
physicians like and want to do than with what is therapeutic for them.
That physicians should be students all their lives speaks for itself. Literature
searches for proof are unnecessary. Perverse academic grantees reaching other
conclusions are not to be believed. The only real question requiring an answer and
possibly courting disagreement is what it is that physician-students should study.
Working physicians, usually pressed for time to get each day's work done, don't have
the luxury of conquering unlimited subjects. The time for study must be jealously
guarded-the wasted hour that could be devoted to this chore is gone forever.
Physician-students will usefully spend most ofthis dedicated time solving diagnos-
tic and management problems of their patients. If one's colleagues are removing
gallbladders, preferably diseased, through buttonhole incisions, shall practicing
surgeons get training in this new procedure, or shall they study the chemistry ofbile
salts and their relation to gallstones and inflammation ofthe cholecyst endothelium?
Shall they study ancient treatises about black bile and melancholy? For most
practicing surgeons, whose goal is to help their next patient, the answer is easy. "Let
the laboratory doctors study bile salts and the humanities scholars search for
meaning in the humors ofthe biliary tree, but I will learn to remove stones from the
common duct as safely as possible." Let us hope that this surgeon will also evaluate
the experience of others with the procedure and make an informed decision of the
role of laparoscopic cholecystectomy in helping a specific patient safely and effec-
tively.
Butwhat else shall physicians study, since those diseased gallbladders nestle in the
right upper quadrants of human beings? It is, after all, a person who comes to the
doctor with abdominal pain. Some physicians care little for patient-doctor relations
and are content to be purely technicians, and some patients prefer this role for their
healers. Would such physicians have better skills if they studied English literature
instead ofthe instructional manuals ofsurgery?
Ifthose are rightwho saythat the humanities are the bestbase for the education of
physicians, the physician who reads and ponders The Death ofIvan Ilych should be
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better at guiding his or her patient through uncertainty and approaching death than
onewhose chief interest in death and dying is the latest list ofcriteria for brain death.
Does anyone know if that is true? It is difficult to construct a controlled study
designed to prove or disprove the hypothesis that physicians steeped in the humani-
ties are better at the human side ofmedical care than those who are not, so anecdotal
"evidence" may have to suffice.
Ifwe look about us at our colleagues who seem to be successful in the management
ofthe non-technical aspects of their patients' care, do we see the physician humanist
as more likely than the technocrat to give the type of humane care we hope all
physicians give their patients? We have no reason other than our inclination to
believe there is such a connection. In general, we don't even know the cultural
background of most of our colleagues unless, by chance, they share an interest with
us.
The talk in the surgeons' lounge seldom rivets itself on Kafka's relationship with
his father and what that may tell us about a patient who becomes dependent upon his
or her physician. How helpful would those insights be, anyway, to the surgeon who
has nicked the innocent spleen and is in panic watching the abdomen fill with
unwanted blood? Decisive action is called for-not contemplation.
A young cardiologist, whom I recognize as good at his professional tasks and
concerned about his patients, told me the only book by Charles Dickens he had ever
read was The Pickwick Papers. He read it when he first encountered the Pickwickian
syndrome and said it was the funniest thing he had ever read. He vowed to himself at
the time he would read a book by Dickens each year, but confessed that he had never
read another one. He might be a more interesting fellow to talk to if he had, but who
is to say hewould be a better physician if he read Dickens occasionally in place of The
American Heart Journal? Some say he might develop a better social conscience, but
he's a concerned citizen anyway, and how would that help him better place the
catheter tip when he is evaluating coronary arteries?
We have no way of designing a study which would tell us if the cultivated physician
is better at what he or she does than the uncultivated barbarian. We all know
Neanderthals who seem to take good care of their patients.
It sounds so reasonable, that one might be tempted to accept on faith alone that
the physician who has agonized with Chekhov's doctor assigned to Ward 6 would be
more compassionate and have greater insights into his or her patient's life and
behavior. But there are no such studies that compare and rate physicians according
to their understanding of Malraux's la condition humaine and graph their cultural
backgrounds against their medical success and their abilities to care for all the needs
of patients that physicians can.
We must never forget that we physicians-at least most of us-have not been
trained for the cloth and most of us are not good social workers, by way of training or
instinct. Perhaps it's too much to expect that we physicians should be so many things
to so many people. If we can excel in but a few things, let it be in the diagnosis and
treatment of patients. When those noble tasks are mastered and done well, the
physician who chooses may then expand his or her universe and learn from authors
and philosophers and musicians. But after a long day in the operating theater or the
emergency department or the coronary care unit, it is acceptable for the physician to
watch a football game on television instead of learning from Rimbaud. Poets may
write some lines that produce a more lasting effect on a thoughtful physician, but
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cheering the Giants tovictorymay have aplace in his orher leisure and relaxation, so
important to a physician's work.
Socrates urged us to define before we discuss. How shall we define good physi-
cians? Is it enough to say that they take good care of their patients? Who is the
"better" physician: The one who can trace a cation through the renal tubules, who
will pore over laboratory printouts, and whowill knowwhat to do when the patient's
serum is hyperosmolar but spend little time and little curiosity wondering about the
patient's cultural background and reaction to illness, or the physician who agonizes
at the bedside with his or her febrile patient and is "wonderful with the family," but
neglects to culture the blood, and selects an antibiotic, guidedbythe most recentvisit
to his or her office by a pharmaceutical manufacturer's representative?
The best physicians are usually defined by their colleagues. The criteria vary from
one to another, but intelligence, training, availability, willingness to work, and
decency toward patients and colleagues seem to be among the most commonly
selected traits that lead one physician to say of another, "He's (She's) a good
doctor." The good doctor's cultivation may be appreciated by colleagues, but it is
seldom a criterion used by those whojudge excellence in medicine. One can admire
another physician's sturdy background when he or she knows much about the
Peloponnesian Wars, butwhowill say that such a physician is orwill become a better
doctor?
One might think that physician writers would be better doctors because of their
special insights. Having essays published and, one hopes, read, depends a great deal
on having the time to write and revise, on having proper clerical help, on having
access to publication, and experience in workingwith editors. Friends who will read
one's drafts and give disinterested criticism and suggestions are invaluable. Once
published after this process, is the physician-writer a better doctor at the bedside or
in the operating theater? Is this thoughtful, well-expressed physician more likely to
know the difference between inflammatory bowel disease and irritable bowel? Once
we were taught that every patient with inflammatorybowel disease could profit from
avisitby apsychiatrist. The consultantswhooffered such advicewere thoughtful and
enlightened but now might send such patients to an immunologist or infectious
disease specialist. Would someone well versed in the humanities be better able to
pickall this apart and knowthebest time formechanical surgical intervention in such
patients?
I believe that the physicians who are the most compassionate and humane with
their patients and their patients' families have learned "mensch-hood"1 during their
childhood from their parents. They learned it again from their chief residents and
their attending physicians, when they were medical students and house officers. I
think these are traits you learn from the human beings who guide you in your
formative years and from your own hardships in life that teach what others can do to
support you in times offear and trouble. Can you learn this attitude from gazing at a
cubist painting by Picasso or at Monet's pond lilies? The time spent there may make
you more interesting and give immense pleasure, but there is not a shred ofevidence
that, once having walked in the gardens of Giverny, you will magically become a
better physician. C.P. Snow deplored the division of the cultures and thought
1Amensch is someone who will do the right thing at the right time even ifno one iswatching. Despite
the origin of the word, a mensch can be either male or female. A mensch doesn't even care if anyone is
watchingwhen he or she does the right thing and won't call it to your attention ifyou weren't there.
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humanists and scientists and technicians should know much more about each other's
disciplines. Did he say the physician who loves music is a better neurologist? Does
enlightenment make us physicians better at what we do?
Robert Coles and Rita Charron teach us that storytelling and reading will help us
to a better understanding ofthe doctor-patient relationship. Humanities in medicine
programs and similar courses in medical schools strive to bring us all together-
writers, readers, physicians, students, philosophers, historians-to see what we can
learn from each other about the human condition so physicians can be better
caretakers. But medicine, at least as practiced in the U.S.A. in the 1990s, is moving
like a sunbound space probe in just the opposite direction. Medicare and the
third-party payors will no longer permit the "social" admission to the hospital. Sick
elderly patients with insufficient laboratory numbers to meet the criteria listed
for admission by an agency whose personnel will never see those patients are sent
home or somewhere from our emergency rooms daily and nightly. All the compas-
sion in the world is not very helpful when facing the facts of today. The
"deinstitutionalization" of the mentally ill sends these patients to communities
unprepared to help shelter and support them. William Carlos Williams would have
wry remarks in his stories about them, but I doubt his physician readers are better
able to do something about this appalling state of affairs.
The teachers of programs linking humanities and medicine deserve much credit
for bringing them to our schools. It is no denigration of their hard work, persistence,
and organizational skills to say that, although they appreciate and applaud the good
patient-doctor relationship, they are seldom the physicians who get the calls at 2:00
A.M. and have to discuss symptoms and fears with their patients at inconvenient
times. They are separated from their patients by house staff, by fellows, by referring
physicians, and by extensive travel schedules which may find them giving a lecture a
thousand miles awaywhen the patient wants to discuss the newest symptom or review
an old concern. The existential dilemmas of daily practice are seldom theirs to solve.
It is not that the academic physician is wrong and somehow diminished by this
circumstance. Quite the contrary; our teachers could not do their teaching and
writing and research if they had to be occupied by large blocks of direct patient care
day and night. Their role is honorable and important, but it seldom brings them close
to the patient and family in times of stress, when the human relationship is so vital
and real. Our teachers are seldom the physicians who have to get out of bed to
''pronounce" a patient and sit with the family to bring them comfort or answer their
questions about "What happened?"
The sprouting ofprograms for humanities in medicine, sometimes from inhospita-
ble soil, is a welcome phenomenon. How nice to spend an hour listening to a tale
about Lorenzo the Magnificent and his illness and seeing slides of Firenza and
Lorenzo's family. Does such a pleasant exercise make a physician better at what he
or she does?
The nexus of humanities and medicine was a bright spot in the firmament until
"education" brought clouds. Some worthy soul said we should develop goals and
objectives for our programs. We must resist this with all our might. A bas goals and
objectives! Once we describe and take seriously "goals and objectives" for programs
of humanities and medicine, we will have obscured the joy of the connection. Let us
have the double-helix intertwining of the humanities and medicine all about us. Let
us immerse ourselves in the joined disciplines. Let us physicians shower ourselves
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withwhat the humanities have to offer us. Let us revel in the immersion, but let us do
it simply because we enjoy it, because we are interested in looking about us, and
mostly because it is fun. If somehow, in some unmeasurable way, it makes us better
physicians, we will be grateful, but that is a bonus and not the determined reason we
do it. Above all, let's not do it because someone thinks it's good for us. The
unmeasurable can still beworthy in and ofitself.